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NOVEMBER, 1973

INNOVATOR

~~~~~To
'BY JANET HODES GORDLEY

Grade Or Not To

The objective reasons for this
committee is to explore the
pro's and con's of the standard
A,B,C grading system that is
prevalent throughout our
universities in the U.S.A. today
and decide if GSU should
continue on the "No-Grade"
system it now maintains or
initiate an alternate method.
Sample statements in favor of
were .... 1. A student can opt for
a grade in each individual course
as he sees fit.
2. A student who is motivated
by competition should be
allowed the choice of standard
grades in keeping with the loose
structure of the university.
3. Employers receiving
transcripts would be able to
determine an employee's
knowledge through standard
evaluative means.
4. A student would have less
difficulty in transferring to
another college for graduate
studies.
Statements against were .... 1.
This is an experimental
institution and the experiment
was to be in effect for a period
of five years. To date, school has

The problem of qualifying
one's performance has and will
be ubject to much discussion;
no less with the subject of
grades. The student might be
a le to produce quantitatively
and qualitatively by other than
traditional ways, yet when
his/her future is influenced by
antiquated methods of
performance evaluations i.e.
grades (A.B.C.s) it is quite
conceivable that an instructor
bound by tradition will hinder
or impede that student's growth
by rating her/him, lower or
higher grade wise, depending on
the circumstances at the time.
The grading system tilts the
balance between the instructor
and student slightly in favor of
the former. And the meeting
began ......
Recently interested members
of the GSU student body held a
hearing to discuss the feasibility
of instituting a selective grading
system. This meeting was
initiated by 11 sub-committee of
the educational policies and
programs committee (SCEPP) of
GSU.

For Students

New loan I $

$

Scholarship

- The deadline has been
extended for students wishing to
apply in a new $10,000
Ioan {scholarship program at
Governors ~te University.
Applications are available in
the university office of financial
aids. For additional information,
students may telephone
563-2211, Ext. 265. The project
is coordinated by Ms. Cora
Thompson-Burks, assistant
director of financial aids, who
was instrumental in developing
the program grant.
The Chicago chapter of the

$

American Logistics association
established the program with a
seven-year non-interest bearing
. loan.
~udent interest for short
term loans will be used toward
granting an annual scholarship of
$675 or stipend equivalent in
the name of the A.L.A. Chicago
chapter. The university office of
financial aids will recommend at
least four applicants to the
association for consideration
each year, with final selection to
be made by the association.
To be eligible for the
scholarship, the recipient must
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Concerned students turned out in full force when it came time to confront the SCEEP committee.
Students, for the most part, who did attend the controversial meeting were not in agreement with
SCEEP's position on grades here at G.S.U.
been in session only two years.
Until GSU becomes accredited
the effects of our
competency-based educational
experiment cannot be fully
realized.
2. There is a need in higher
education to establish a
non-tradi tiona! method of

grading.
4. The grade will be given only
3. What will happen to GSU for each unit of credit, not for
students that do not opt for the each competency.
standard grades? Will their
It became a consensus of
competencies be meaningful? If opinion, at least as far as the
a student should choose a grade student body was concerned,
for one module and not for that this report should be viewed
another module, how will it . as a preliminary report and
affect the transcripts?
that's all.

meet the following
G.S.U. Fa~ And Stats
qualifications:
MINI-GRANT AWARDS FOR 1973-74 ... The Mini-Gra.ut Committee
Be a member of a
household within a 50-mile recently reviewed 17 proposals submitted by students and faculty. Over
$11,761 was requested for the $4,100 available for this year's program.
radius of Chicago;
Family must have a The following received some assistance to help get their projects
governmental relationship: (1) A "off-the-ground."
COLLEGE
TITLE OF PROJECT
dependent of or himself a NAME
veteran with an honorable Daniel Bernd, Caryl Chudwin
Writer's Creative Workshop
discharge, or (2) a dependent of and Anna Harris
CCS
or himself a federal civil service Daniel Bernd and Caryl
Writer's Workshop
Chudwin
CCS
employee;
CEAS The Native Plants of Owl
Must demonstrate an John Chambers
Lake and Thorn Creek Woods
intent, through formal
application as determined by the Lowell Culver and Robert CBPS Survey of Educational and
In-Service Training Needs of
association, to utilize his or her Kelley
Private Enterprise Firms
skills to promote those programs
Within the Governors State
which lend .themselves toward
University Service Area
the goals that the American
CEAS Verbal Behavior Changes
Logistics association sponsors, Otis Lawrence
Occurring in Science Classes
namely the logistical field.
Engaged in Inquiry Learning
(Examples are business
CEAS Self-Instructional Module:
administration, accounting, Jon Mendelson
Taxonomy
procurement, distribution,
Bruce Meyers
CBPS Survey - What is a Creative
agricultural sciences, etc.).
Product?
A Pilot Study in Commumtv
Bob Press, Tom Dascenzo and ccs
College Teacher Training
·
Emery Harmon
CHLD Cultural Aspects of Mental
Tulsi Saral
Health and Dlness
James TiUs and Shirley CEAS Comparative Viewpoint:
Present and Former Health
Howard
Science Students
CHLD Intentional Forgetting: A
Addison Woodward
Paradigm for Monitoring
Processing Activity in a
Memory Task

Help!

Left to right: Richard K. Dudgeon
of Park Forest, first vice president
of the Chicago chapter of the
American Logistics association,
chairman of tha scholarship

committee, and a Governors State
University student; President
William E. Engbretson of GSU;
President Joseph W. Pinter of the
Chicago chapter of A.L.A. and

Students

THE ENTIRE GOVERNORS
STATE STUDENT BODY IS
URGED TO CONTRIBUTE
SPECIAL INTEREST AR·
TICLES, IDEAS, CARTOONS,
POETRY,
EDITORIALS,
QUESTIONS AND COM·
MENTS
TO
STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS, THE IN·
George A. Marshall, member of NOVATOR. CREATIVITY IN
the scholarship committee and ANY FORM CAN BE SHARED
THROUGH YOUR STUDENT
board managers of A.L.A.
NEWSPAPER. NO HEAVY
COMMITMENTS
ARE

GSU ARCHIVES

Help!

REQUIRED.
CAN
ANYONE
DIG
THIS? ... WE NEED YOU.
STUDE!IilT NEWSPAPERS
EXIST WITH STUDENT
IMPUT. STUDENT POWER
AT GSU IS NOT WST... yet.
PLEASE STOP IN AND VISI1
THE INNOVATOR STAFF IN
THE NORTH ROTUNDA,
('()MMONS AREA ANY WEEK
1JAY. YOUARE PRECIOUS TO
OUR SURVIVAL.
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Challenging The Old

Edit0 ria Is

The views expressed here are

_Ex_plori_ng
Th_e
Ne_w

not necessarily those of the University.

Oops, There Goes Another One

Peoples
Popium

BY ROBERT A. BLUE

The air waves, the magazines, "white deeds" arc said by many
the new papers and personal well meaning Americans to be of
notes no doubt are filled with the less importance in impact .and
latest news of former Vice reaction on the society proper.
President Agnew. I never knew Yet the disillusionment in
Dear Peoples Podium ...
nature of the elitist beast. To
Another SSAC meeting and
the man personally, but no individual politicians and the
matter, news is my business and system of checks and balances
change this nature it is necessary more angry feelings. If a student
he is the news partly because of they promote spread to the
to institute a stronger system of wants funds so that he or she may
what he does/did affec~ the lives masses as shock waves from a
moral values from which the little attend a conference, he or she
many
people.
More nuclear explosion, and within the
beasts can draw and promote. should be prepared to ask for
of
importantly now however masses of the poor and peasants
The process begins with self- twice as much as necessary. This
criticism. It ends when politicians perpetrates the
American
perhaps because of what he did is the belief that corruption runs
not do amongst which arc:
deep in this government and
adopt and practice a national way... BE SLICK!! How about \!!!!~~~~~~d!'!Jrf6
He did not get locked up for society. Also within this mass is
policy designed to enlighten the initiating a oral way, an' honest
refusing to defend charges of the fear that perhaps it has
citizenry as opposed to one which way?
seeks only to confuse.
When arc we as self-actualizing
income tax evasion, bribery, kick· always done so. Perhaps that
Finally, out of the Agnew affair adults going to say "I don't want
backs and it was not publicly person who suspected and
stated whether or not he would believed the opposite to be the
with all its corrupt tenets and to play the American game?"
This editorial concerns itself
have to give up the accumulated case will have cause now for
historical truism: What goes When will we start saying, "I with the Report To Standing
greens.
concern. Perhaps those who around comes around; is nuff' want to be a real person to myself Committee on Educational
He did not have travel or living believe continuous expose on the __
98.l,_·d,_!;.;.!';..·
and my brothers and sisters?" Policies and Programs by Ad Hoc
restrictions placed on him by the order of the senate select
Maybe this is just a dream and Committee on Reporting Student
court. Elliot Richardson, attorney committee's investigation be
I'm the dreamer but I would like Competencies submitted
general, said, "I'm sure Mr. established as a permanent
to envision the students leaving September 20, 1973.
Agnew can live anywhere he adjunct to the senate; is what is
By Michele Crowe
GSU • the innovative university
As students, we have a great
Could it be that freedom in the that it is, and starting new trends deal to lose. The issue, it seems is
wants to since the courts have needed to patch up the growing
granted him a three year s c h i s m s
b e t w e e n United States is a lie? But isn't this in our society... not perpetrating do students have any voice in
unsupervised probation statis." Republicans/Democrats
alike. THE LAND OF FREEDOM??
old ones.
their future by way of their
He did not have to retract But how can it when lying,
When the founding fathers wrote
Thanks.
grades.
Janet
In a system based on grades,
publicly what he said a few weeks stealing, corruptions of all sorts The Constitution of These United
ago, "I will not resign: I will not from all types is expected and the States they said all men were
the teacher assumes the role of a
resign."
law only determines the degrees? created equal. But the black man
God. Whatever he or she says is
He did not get indicted and he
The last two or three years of was a slave; how, then, could all
the law. If a teacher does not like
a student, for any reason, this
did not receive more than one change should not be received as men be equal? Unless the black
charge out of all the evidence a purging of American politics of man really wasn't a man, unless he
_When, is GSU going?
bias can adversely affect the final
gathered by the justice depart· all slick greedy little men with big was some barely civilized creature,
Teachers arc on the loose at grade.
ID('nt while he was governor of ideas. There arc yet still more highly-trainable subhuman, who GSI!,. that is teachers in the
The student is also at a disMaryland and/or vice president. lurking in the hall of some coincidently bore some resem traditional sense of the word. Many advantage. A student feels that if
Comparei to other crimes, e.g. government building with their blance to real (WHITE) humans. students have been and still arc he or she doesn't conduct themmurder, rape; political extortion, ears to the walls waiting for a Under The Law the black man was complaining about coordinators selves the way they feel the
bribery and more unknown chance to get a kick back. It is the purposely dehumanized. Under· who arc allegedly teaching in the instructor wants them to, they
--------~~.:"!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!B-------1 The Law the black man was never- pedantic method (which was will receive a failing final grade.
ever-free, as he's not today. Under vehe~.ntly protested when GSU Therefore, the student doesn't
The Law the black man has never was m Its pnmary growth stages). perform to his full capacity. He
been Free, Equal, or Human. At Stude~~s: you have the will only perform the way he feels
the very '>utset of this country, respo.nstbthty to purge your is least offensive to the
those founding fathers saw fit· for learnmg resource. It is you instructor. And he thereby limits
that American Dream . material brothers and sisters who must keep the knowledge he might receive.
gain of the then Establishment · to the ~~vative system alive and
So that in going from a nondehumanize millions of blacks functiorung. We must overcome graded system to a graded
Under The Law. A legal precedent, ~e fragmentized student body system, we have this to consider;
therefore, was established from the Icon.
Will instructors (who arc only
beginning that the Establishment G~ups of some sort must be human) have enough self-control
at any time in these United States orgaruzed by conce"?ed student.s, and sense of justice, to grade a
could and would dehumanize any tude?ts who arc m~re;~ . m student purely on the basis of his
bemg performance'? Or will other
group that got in its way. And they learnmg .~nd not m
did, and they arc, and they will. messaged. Students who encode factors influence his grading
Since this precedent has not been rath~r than decode the output of a system. Can an instructor ignore
reversed, since the people of thiq demigod.
such factors as sex, race, religion,
FREE ALL EDUCATIONAL etc., and give a student an honest
nation have not seen the truth for
PRISONERS - -NOW ev3luation.
themselves · that The United
States was founded on the lie that
All Men
. AND
EQUAL, the lie on which 1t was
f?unded still stands, is still being The question is not whether the transcendence from engaging in
lived, propagat:e<J. taugh~, l~ed, Israelis' have a right to die on the philosophy of Socialism
we ru;e all subJect to this lie. ~utroreign soil; after all was not this or/and Capitalism to one of
there s one adv~tage, for which piece of ground given to them? national survival for Egyptian
each. one of .us IS grateful that The fact is that open warfare and arab alike.
fucking Amencan Dream.
has again settled on what most of
The United States citizen is
call
the
Middle
for another war. The
us
here
in
America
paying
"THAT SAYS IT ALL"
East.
citizens of Egypt are doing the
The national Commission on
Reports has it that the issue of same. Russia, Lybia and no doubt
Non-Traditional Study defines oil is the number one w~pon to many more though concelled by
non-traditional study as "an be used by the middle eastern conscience; paying the price of
attitude that puts the student countries; who incidentally never thing love. A continued supply of
first and the institution second, used it in such a way before; in hurt things that do bad things
concentrates more on the fonner's applying pressure on the from faces never seen, pour into
need than the latter's con- supporters of mass genocide to the waring camps assuring
venience, encourages diversity of cease and desist. They arc now all continued mass blood letting.
individual opportunity, and de- too aware of the significance of Death rides the wings of phantom
emphasizes time and space or black gold to the existence and jets in whoses belly a million and
even course requirements in favor development of high technology more seeds wait to be rained upon
of competence and, where ap- societies.
I
things and men.
plicable, performance."
This awareness makes the
What if world war next is at
INNOVATOR STAFF MEMBERS
hand? Be calm, check it out! Do it
not for your grandchildren if it
Herbert Williams ................................ Co-Editor
was left up to them, there would
lloyd DeGrane ................................. Co-Editor be no wars: but for yourself and
Robert Blue ....................... News Editor/Editorial Dr. your children for it is here that a
Richard Darnell .............................. Photographer solution and peace can be found .
Juan Cueva ................................. Photographer As for me the words of
Anna Harris ....................................Columnist Chiyathuddin Abulfath 'Omar
Paul S. Bisgaard .................•............... Columnis
Ibn Ibrahim Al·Khayyami; offers
Cassandra Wilson ................................. Reporter glimpses' of alternative : The
Janet Gordley ................................... Reporter wordly hope men set their heart ·
~
Shirley Mullinix . ..... .................... . ....... Reporter upon
Howard White ........ . ......................... . Reporter turns ashes - or it prospers; and
anon
Jonathan Woods ... . ....... . ..................... Reporter
like snow upon the desert's dusty
John Hemz ................................... Advertising face.
Tom Mandel .................................... Features lighting a little hour or two-was
Gene Bilotta ............................. Business Manager gone

Conunent

----------1
FOCO

comehack

A~E FR~E

OAp

Black Gold By Hook Or Crook

-------------

---
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Let's Do Something About The I.C.
a student up to one hour late.
This has got to stop.
I urge all interested students to
protest. Write to the Illinois
Central office at: Traffic Dept.,
135 E. 11th pl., Chicago, Ill. or
write to: State of Illinois, Transportation Dept. , Transportation
Study Commission, 222 So.
College St., Springfield, Illinois.
We will be circulating a
pct1tion to be sent to the tranc;portation department in Springfi ld, and to the Illinois Central
general office in Chicago. I urge
ev ryone to please sign it. Even if
you don't commute. you hould
ign becau e you n ver know
when you might need the train.
• ow as a group, GSU tudents
pend n respectable amount of
money with the I.C. and as a
group. we have a right to be
heard. And as a group, GSU
MasU>r George Lin Hu is a new
tudents will be heard.
Commtmity Professor of Tai-Chi
Remember, your letters and Chuan and Kung-fu in the College
your protests count. They are 'lf Cultural Studies at GSU.
important.
Master Hu received his B.S. and
M.S. in Geology and Mineralogy
JONATHAN WOODS
from the National Taiwan
~~~~~~~~~ University and M.S. in the same
specialization from the University
of Chicago.
He began the study of Chinese
Dr. Bruce MeyE:rs of The College solve their particular problems. He
of Business and Public Service leads discussion groups on any Martial Arts at the age of eleven
would like to extend an invitation subject that seminar participants ~d in addition to ~in~ an expe~
to all interested GSU corr.munity are interested in. Also he attempts m Kung Fu and Tw-chi Chuan, 1s
members to attend a weekly to get people to fonnulate their als~ proficient i_n Swai-Jow
seminar called The Continuing own definitions of creativity and (Chinese Judo), Chin Naa (Joint
Seminar on Cn>ativity/Creative discover the common elements in Twisting and locking techniques),
Education. The seminar which each definition that can be of
meets in room256 on Tuesday from service to all.
12 :30 to 1 :30 is a free wheeling
Emphasis is placed on the
meeting of people interested in consideration of alternativ~
various aspects of creativity.
definitions of creativity, studying
Dr. Meyers defines creativity as the many factors that inhibit
a combination of previously known creative thinking, and considering
elements combined in a new way to alternative
methods
and
better solve some new problem. In procedures for applying effective
the seminar Dr. Meyers attempts creative thinking to the problem
to turn people on to the concept of solving process.
creativity and how it can help therr.
Dr. Meyers got the idea of
forming the seminar last June
~~~~
when he attended the 19th annual
CORRECI'ION
Under the heading of "News Creative Problem Solving Institute
Digest," please make the in Buffalo New York. Several other
correction that Don Williams is a universitiE's throughout the
graduate of COLLEGE OF country are running seminars on
CUL'l'l.iRA!.. STUDIES rather creativity and Dr. Meyers thought
ttian Business & Public Service. that such a seminar would be an
~~~~~ asset to the GSU community. He
hopes that he will be able to
HAV~ YOU HEARD!!! A child
present programs on creativity to
care center is in the making at
the community at large.
GSU, and with your help will re
- ~~~~
come a reality by January.
Since all organizations need v.
money we are hoping you might Old Trees, young trees
want to work with us on a fund Solidly embedded teeth!
raising project. Or if your organ- VI.
ization already has too much The older the trees?
money perhaps you'd like to spread Im possibility !
it around and help us out.
With the extremely
Either way please contact Linda Old!
Coticchio at 447-7207 or Veronica Brick Walls
Keethers at 563-2211 ext. 390.
Battered agains't
By November 1, please.
The Human Brain!
Thank yvu.
Shattered Brain!
~~~~~ VII.
A young tree
Bt:J ,. bigotr~. prejudi<·e ,
Can be
We all have ...
Replanted and uprooted
Som( mild, some mediocre;
Replanted again
Some firm and deep ...
and grow
Wf' ail :tan.' tht•m So m P profound. more so than Young teeth?
VIII.
others~
The process of life
II.
Goes on ...
They're part or lire
Throughout time?
And living.
IV.
III.
Opinion. conviction ...
To root them out
'hallenged?
Is the question - ho '?
G.Z.
1\'.
The more firmly they're
Embedded or
The deeper the roots The more difficult
To extract or uproot them ...
A very large number of GSU
:;tudents depend upon the I.C. I
therefore deem it appropriate to
continue to make a loud noise
concerning the commuter service
they receive.
Every day we hear complaints
from GSU students about this
service they receive. The time has
come when students are actually
mi sing classe becau-.e the trains
are late.
A tudent cannot ask hi (or
her) in tructor to repeat a lecture
because a late train caused him to
mi s it. This has become a very
riou matter.
lllinoi Central i propo ing to
increas fares again. Dig the
irony - fares goi ' up. service
going down.
Commuters and udents mu t
wait from 10 to 30 minutes at the
Homewood station !for some unknown reason). And they must
wait again at 211 th st. for another
30 minute . This adds up to two
delays in one trip th t can render

Turn On To Creativity.

Karate, Aikido, Yoga and Shaolin
Temple Boxing.
Mr. Hu was honored to be made
a memb. ~of the secret Chinese TaiChi Chuan association and has
worked both on the research
committee (devoted to the
scientific evaluation of Tai-chi
Chuan) and the teaching committee (devoted to designing
training programs for Tai-chi
Chuan instruction).
Starting October 22, Master Hu
will be teaching Kung Fu from 7 :00
to 8:00 p.m. and Tai-chi Chuan
from 8:00 to 9:30p.m. each Friday
night. Persons not registered for

r-----------;..___..
I

credit may be IUIOWOO to participate if there is sufficient room
and should contact Dr. Bethe
Herlinger m the College of Cultural
Studies.
George Ling Hu, coordinator,
announced:
"The objectives of this module
are to practice Chinese movemen~
for health, learning coordination,
breathing, attitude, philosophy,
and work on first section of the
most popular 'Yang's style.'
.. Besides physical exercise,
assigned readings and short
research paper on the subject arE
required."

;.;.;._;.;;;;.;;;.;;~;;;.------------

PARK FOREST SOUTH

I

1ST. PLACE AWARD

THE BEST DESIGN IN CHICAGOLAND ·

..

IN THE DESIGN 73 HOME BUILDERS COMPETITION

--LUXURIOUS--

1 & 3 BEDROOMS

THESE BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT HOMES HAVE
EVERY CONCEIVABLE LUXURY FROM

FIREPLACE

TO TRASH COMPACTOR

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
AT BEAUTIFIL

• GOVERNORS HOUSE •
534-0077

Take any highway or expressway to U.S. 30

(lincoln Hwy.) Go south on Western Av. to
Exchange Av. Turn west to Burnham. Turn

Feed Forward

south and go 1 block to GOVERNORS HOUSE.
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Is There ADoct~r In The House

1

Some equipment, but no doctor,
that's what's happening (or isn't)
with student health services.
GSU students would be greatly
benefitted if they had a doctor on
campus to meet their extended
medical needs. For the past two
years the Health Service has
operated with a limited budget and
still attempted to provide services
that would best meet the needs of
't.
students. H owever, 1 lS .neccessary
to make .these serv1ces more
comprehens•v.e for a number of
reasons. Fust, the student

Students Attend
Canadian Conference

On

•

MentaI Retardatlon
Winnepeg Manitoba was the site
of the Canadian National Conference on services for the mentally
retarded .
Two
students
representing the collective interests of those in the Human
Service Program (H.L.D.) joW"
neyed the long miles to Canada's
third largest city, with hopes of
returning information vital to the
service program here in the state of
Illinois. The researchers Bob Cook
an Uoyd De Grane accumulated
more data than they could digest in
the four day conference.
Approximately four hundred
professionals in the field of Human
Services participated in the
training sessions held both in the
day and night how.,, The workshop
sessions familiarized the con·
ventioneers with practical as well
as theoretical material.
The comprehensive service
system, provided for the retarded
of all ages, was the subject under
most scrutiny. The complete
system u.cluded services for early
childhood t:'lvelopment, integrated
public classrooms, vocational
training centers. residential
facilities and progrltJDS in citizen
adwv.:acy. The existing facilities in
the Winnepeg area were open for
inspec:Lion during the conference,
so that th<l Americans could view
those programs which were
discussed at th~> training sessions.
Thanks to the staff of the
Winnepeg Association the G.S.U.
students were able to adequately
report on all aspects of the comprehensive service program. The
information will be used to assist
those who are planning service
programs for the retarded in the
Chicagolc::nd area. Much of the data
gathered is available at Steve
Schain's office (H.L.D.l.

Feelosophy

population is growing and along
with it the health needs of
students. It has also become increasingly clear throughout the
last two years that many health
related concerns cannot be met by
the present Health Service facility.
The university is not within easy
access of community
And if medical services could be
made available to students at little
or no cost it would be highly
beneficial to them.
A student committee has been
formed to look into the possibility
of extending Health Services at
GSU. They are attempting to
establish priorities in health care
and also to determine possible
means of funding and operating the
service.
In order to implement a program
of increased services it is n~
cessary to contract the services of a
physician for
consultation,
supervision,
examination,
diagnosis, and prescription.
Legally for protection of the
University, Health Service staff,
and students, a licensed physician
is required. To accomplish these
objectives and expand the Health
Service the phy ician would be
available in the Health Service area
periodically during the week.
Some of the po sible services
that could be made available to
students if there were a doctor on
campus in addition to the one
mentioned above are pap smears
for women, V.D. testing, Cycial
Ce
blood
ll Anemia testing,
testing,
and other specific programs that
students felt were important.
It is hoped by this reporter that
the Student Services Health
Advisory Committee, (the student
committee looking into extending
the Health Service) will be able to
come up with a comprehensive and
concrete plan for significantly
improving and expanding health
care at GSU.

BY HERBERT C. WILLIAMS

The jotter down of
thought provocateur, the
shitter... wri~ is a bitch!
The thought struck me
particularly because I'm having
trouble framing the right words
(to say what?)
Books found their way into my
mind - n illions of books, packed
with worcis, saying what?
Pages, no d(lubt yellow with
age, expounding on the extremes
of living. Some think it madness
- are we any closer to the truth?
"The best study of mankind is
man ... Know theyself... Do unto
others as you would have them do
unto you." The truth was lmown
five thousand years ago, what
happened to the fulfillment?
What are schools for, and words
and writjne-?
Man, you don't debate the
truth, you lmow it. So I'll
dispense with tradition - I have
that option ·cause I go to
Governors State.
Billy said, " Shit man, you
know how far I went in school? .. .I
only leam'd to count to seventy."
" Why seventy, Billy? ... Its
such an arbitrary figure."
"I just figured the rest out."
It made me wonder what the
hell sixteen years of bookin'
means.

("Writing is just rappin', I
guess.") Maybe Billy said that,
which don't necessarily mean
we're communicating.
"Do we communicate, Billy?"
"I know where you comin'
from man, if that what you mean.
Who gives a damn?"
"Say man, could you put on the
B.B. King tape?"
"Sure Bill."
I keep having these flash backs
of all these books saying what
I'm missing sleepin' and eatin'
trying to say, and if they lay
someplace in the shadows
unheeded. What the hell am I
wastin' my energy for?
''Worry,
woorryy,
worryyy... worryyyy, is all I can
dooo. Someday bl\by ... "
"What do you do, man?"
"Go to school."
"Yeah, where?"
"Governors State University."
"Never heard of it."
"Its a different kind of
school... at least it's suppose to be
a new concept in education."
"Shit, what was the old one!"
"I
envy
you
Billy!"
··no
you
know
what
"tradition" is?"
"Yeah, when you sing God
Bless America and salute the
flag ... have a good time when you
can
and
repent
on
~
Sunday ... working hard and
gettin'
nowhere... TV ... Picture
The emerging popular culture Hero," "Popular Metaphysics and shows ... and now Pot!"
program of the Governors State the Occult," "Today's High School "Pot! Yeh well apply that all
University College of Cultural Students and the Possibilities of to school." '
Studies will be demonstrated in a Using ~opular Culture i.~ "You mean where they put all
day's workshop.
~d uca.t•.on~. l.. Progra?is.' that bullshit on you about
Open to the community on a non- Creat1v1ty,
The Confh.ctm~ Columbus, George Washington,
credit basis and to students for 1 ~yth .of the Real Amencan, and the constitution... Where they
unit, "Explorations in Popular Apphed
Popular Culture: teach ya' war is cool but screwin'
Culture" will be Saturday, Communication Change Processes ain't? "
December 8, from 9 a.m. to 10:30 ~nd
Community
A.c~ion,"
"Okay, so non-traditional
p.m. There will.be a $5 .~gistration 'Western and Eastern J_telig10n -:- would be when they try to make
fee for commuruty partiCipants and th~ Popul~ ~.~cern ~th My~tic leamin' more relevant... say like
$2 .50 for non-GSU students with Philosophies,
Atlantis, Anoent preparing a person for dealing
Astronauts,
and
Popular with a real world."
ID card.
University of Michigan's Marvin Co?ceptions o_f P_rehistory," "Tai "You mean you have to go to
Felheim and University of Chi: The Oriental Art of Self· school to learn that.. .I do what·
Chicago's John G. Cawelti will be Mastery," "Formative Video ever it takes."
featured guest speakers.
Graphi~, " and "A Pho~f'aphic
" Well just say its more feasible
. .In the morning there will be a Essay m Populi_U' Culture. .
for a person to discover or become
In the everung, Cawelti and aware of his realness in an
J~mt . approach to film, some
histoncal popular cultures, and the Felheim will. c,omment upon educational setting. Its not true
concept of "formula" by Cawelti Stanley Kubnck s early caper tho' most of the time."
.. 1 know you don't wanta hear
classic, "The Killing."
and Felheim.
An inf~rmal reception will follow all this crap, man."
Dr. Bethe Hangen9' Herlinger,
"Naw, it's cool man ... go 'head.
coordinator for the workshop and the showmg of the film.
university
professor
of
In the College of Cultural 1 hear all kinda shit anyway·"
anthropology in the College of Studies, interdiscip~ stu<!ies
"Yeah, 1 guess that what it
Cul.t~ S~u~es, said afternoon contexts such as ethnic studies, amounts to. I just get uptight
a~tiVltl~ will mclud~ .s~ group popular cult~, language and t:he when all them folks where I go to
discuss1ons and exhib1tions:
human condit1on, and area studies school forget we are an experi·
"Mike Hammer as Culture are offered.
mental program aimed at
revitalizing learning, which
steams from people being d~ply
Lawr. .:
~
concerned over the meaning of
Did D. H. Lawrence's rejection of doctrine of phallic mystery really personal freedom, human rights,
the influence of ignorance,
equality democracy and socialism mean phallic mastery?
make
a f~ist? Did his Or could Lawrence's startling oppression, poverty, technologi·
poverty-stricken youth and in- ideas be a form of protoexisten- cal problems, and the like."
tellectualism make him an elitist tialism? Could his yearning for
"Baby, my life is so miserable
snob? Was he jc king when he mystic ~on. with the dark gods be only count· a· you ... " The season
talked of enslaving and ex· an extstentlal qu~t for . tran- ability of B.B. drew my words
terminating the human vermin of scendence? Could. his doctrine. of and the room into a groove of
society? Was Lawrence perhaps male-female polantr be .a fftenng familiaritv.
statement on alienat10n. Was
"Lawd-d·d·d·d, someday baby·
both fascist and racist?
Or was Lawrence's real hang-up Lawrence's hatred of the "masses y·y·y"
a need to dominate women? Could and classes" a hatred of
Billy's eyf 1 were closed and he
the feminists Simone de B~uvoir inauthentic being? Finally, could looked far . Nay.
and Kate Millett be right when all of these mysteries be explained
I C&ll't re.illy say at what poin.t
they accuse Lawrence of being a by. ~he ~ac~ t~t Lawrence was an we. stopped verbally comm~
male chauvinist of the worst kind? eX1stent1alist.
catmg - perhaps when I dis·
Did Lawrence demand total
EN' ROLL NOW TO FIND covereci it wasn't necessary to rap
submission from women? Does his OUT'!!!
anymore.

Culture WorksQ Cooling

O.H.

hlm

Fascist, a.ilist,

Existlltialist???

'

Will The Real
Litter Bugs Step

Forward
Seemingly small acts b~· area
residents are having an ir'.1pact on·
the ecology of Thorn creek, according to university students.
In a research project studying
the vArious chemical and biological
aspect!> of the creek water,
students in "Water Quality
Research" at Governors State
University follow a weekly
procedure of sampling up to 12
sites along the creek.
Students Dagmar Cameron and
Kathleen Isaacson with Dr. Ronald
L. Brubaker, university professor
of physical science in the College of
Environmental and Applied
Sciences, cite an example of the
types of abuse the creek suffers:
· •Branches cut from trees in the
area had been piled across the creek
interrupting its flow. A hole approximately 1 foot from the stream
had been filled with used motor oil.
A box of dirt had been thrown into
the middle of the creek.
"The dam created by the
branches trapped leaves which fell
into the stream and increased the
blockage. The resulting stagnant
water had the distinctively unpleasant odor of rotting organic
matter. The decaying process
con umed- all of the available
oxygen in the water, depri.,ing the
normal aquatic inhabitants of their
life sustaining requirement of
oxygen. The measured value of
di solved oxygen was negligible
compared with normal values of
previous weeks. Very low readings
were also found at sites downstream.
"Other organic matter,such as
the motor oil, has an equally
diliterious effect on the dissolved
oxygen content and contributes to
the unpleasant odor. The oil
reaches the stream in two ways. It
seeps through the soil, or is washed
in when the rains cause Thorn
creek to rise. The oil upsets the
chemical balance of the stream, and
the scum formed inhibits the
normal physiological activities of
the water organisms. The dirt
which was dumped into the stream
contributed to the blockage and
could disturb conditions in the
stream bed.
"As Thorn creek flows downstream. it carries polluted water,
which can abnormally affect
aquatic life. These conditions are
only a few that have been observed
in recent months along the entire
stream. They reflect the lack of
understanding by area residents of
the impact of seemingly small acts
on the overall ecology of Thorn
creek."

r------------... The press of America is not an
adjunct of politics or an appendage
of the government, but an estate of
its own, with its own cornmitments.. .lf reporters don't know
that truth is plural, they ought to
be lawvers.

Cancellatioo
The module "Pornography,
Censorship and Society" has been
cancelled for the November·
December session so said Lee
Hertzman C.E.AS. co-ordinator.
Hertzman told the Innovator
that there had been many inquiries
as to why the module was dropped
and if it will ever be offered at a
later session. He informed us that
the cancellation was due to
scheduling problems, not the
recent Federal Court ruling on
pornography.
The module will be offered
during the J anu11ry· February
session 1Cfl4 on Thursdays, 3 {)(}
4:30. Apologies are extended to
those who signed up for the module
but Hertzman hopes that those
who did sign up this session will be
able to participate the next time
the module is offered.

I
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I.C.E. Representatives At P.U.S.H.
BY JEROME SAUNDERS
The Illinois Congress of
Ex-Offenders (I.C.E.) was
represented at PUSH Expo this
past month by GSU's Marvin
Bobo and brother Sddhartha
Hannibal, I.C.E. rep.
In a statement to the
Innovator, Mr. Hannibal said,
"We (I.C.E.) are out to organize
and address ourselves to
problems that face ex-offenders
here in Blinois. Comprehensive
planning has been our objective.
We've been working with
community based organizations
such as the Panther Party and
Prisoners Rehabilltational
Organization for United
Defense."
"Community involvement,"
says Bobo, "has lead us to
realize the need for added
communications for the
ex-offender to be heard, not
only in the community to which
he is returning, but to the
general public as a whole, if the
ex-offender is to be successful in
his return to societv after his
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period of incarceratio-n."
In many instances, the
ex-offenders' only crime has
been one of being too poor to
afford competent legal
assistance, which results in far
too many cases for the present
court structures to effectively
deal with the problems of people
involved with the system.
Mr. Hannibal said, "Moving
on organizations that aren't
directly related to correctional
situations, but govern policy
making, which in turn effects
the lives and welfare of the
ex-offender. He said, "The
present clergy hired by the state
to interceed for the prisoner or
ex-offender are hindering
negotiations with state officials
addressing grievances that have
been the center of national
attention for the past two
years."
•
The incident at Joliet
Penitentiary, being the last
known flare-up due to an
apethetic ear to prisonersgrievances from the
administration of these

Home Is Where The Head Is
(Circulation Library)

by
Anna Harris

I VET'S ELEC-T OFFICERS

institutions, should be enough to
make people aware of the need
to have the ability to go into a
crisis situation at anytime, with
the hope of preventing
bloodshed which thus far has
been that of unarmed prisoners
possibly doing time for crimes
they did not commit.
The in ability of an
ex-offender to secure legal
representations is a concern that
is shared by a large segment of
society and for the ex-offender
to feel secure upon his reentry is
another major concern.
An organization siich as the
Dlinois Congress of Ex-Offenders
comprised of ex-offenders
seeking means of creating a mr.re
comprehensive approach to
alleviating difficulties that now
exist in the area of
communications is a
commendable self-help concept
urgently needed. Thanks to the
efforts of I.C.E., perhaps the
dismantling of so-called humane
institutions can be accomplished
less painfully, yet more
thorough in the future.

Latest From C.C.S.,
By Howard \\'hite

service to people." So much for The current mood of the fall
the gist in the conversation seme!'ter has produced many new
between Ms Lenox and I. ow for changes and with new modules and
our brief interview:
workshops coming from CCS, we
Q. Now that you have been t~ou~ht that an informal inte~ew
Circulation Librarian at GSTJ Wlth 1ts head would spread VlSlOns
long enough to make an asses . into CCS's interior of fall
ment, are you pleased with the programs. Dean Alfanso Sherman,
experience?
head of the College of Cultural
A. Yes, I am very pleased with Studies, provided us with answers
all aspects of my position. to some probing questions
Governors State is itself a fas- concerning CCS.
cinating school in variety of Q. What are some of the up and
ways, for a variety of reasons. commg modules planned for CCS?
A.
We are expanding our
First of all, its physical setting is
new, and as such refreshing. The activities into a full cultural
casual atmosphere of the place; of program that takes many f?rms.
its people administrators, For example, we are planning a
faculty, students; its concept and student lecture series with research
mission all provide not only a papers which will offer awards for
healthy climate for work and excellence. Several workshops will
learning but an inspirational one become modules entitled Migrant
as well.
Workers, Black Jews, Religious
Q. In your area have you Studies, Human Sexuality, and
sufficient help to meet the needs Women and Careers
of people requesting it without
Q.
Does CCS provide a
subjecting them to long delays? placement service for graduates?
A. The answer to that question
A.
No, we don't have this
is: We need, and in fact will service. Our graduatRs are placed
welcome, more help in terms of through the university.
work·study students. The
Q.
What fields do CCS
increased
enrollment
has graduates t!nter? Do they enter the
increased the demand for ser- teaching field frequently?
vices.
A. Our gradua
enter many
Q. When do you think the LRC fields dealing with communication
will relocate in its pennanent media, but very few enter into
facility?
teaching. We are waiting an
A. I cannot give you an exact acceptance of our Black Studies
date, but I believe its scheduled and part of our English Education
time is early in 1ff7 4, quite programs for possible approval.
Q. How does the Black Studies
possibly, January or February.
Q. Can you speak of the LRC's Program prepare a student for the
future in terms of projected community?
number of items?
A. We are hopeful that stud nts
A. No. I believe you would need in the Black Studies Program will
to direct that question to Dr. be prepared to go into the
Vorwerk or Dr. Schnaitter, the community and get into the
planning of community affairs such
Directors of the LRC.
This interview will continue in as economic growth, building
the next issue of the Innovator. better human relations and
planning a political structure to
meet the needs of the community.
NSF'S STUDENT-ORIGINATED STUDIES lSOSl
Q. Will CCS provide cultural
Guidelines are available in R&I for groups of students (5-12) to experiences for Park Forest,
prepare proposals for support or interdisciplinary and multiChicago Heights and Park
disciplinary projects in broad-field science areas that bear a near Monee,
Forest South areas?
.
b'
relationship to the quality of human life (e.g., natural resource
A. Yes, we will do this m a tg
.
ed
expanding
utilization, pollution studies, waste disposal, urban studies,
I ment 10n our
tcansportation, architecture or cn&Jneering practices, land use, etc.). way,
th
will come under the
li
Student participants must be full-time on the project for 10-12 ~~g :Cour Cultural Events
weeks and not involved in other course work or employment. Each
Program now in the making. For
may receive a stipend of $80/week.
we are planning an Art
For more infc.rrnation contact Dr. Robert E. Krebs, Coordinator example,
Show on a large scale. We are
of Special Projects.
putting together a Popular Film
Series, for example: "Last Tango."
WANT A SPORTS CAR, NEW OR USED?
The Jazz Festival is continuing and
CALL REGAL MOTORS
we are developing a Junior College
Theater with plays from various
636-0200
junior colleges. We are hopeful of
5000 West 95th St.
getting the cast of "Don't Bother
Oak Lawn
Me, I Can't Cope" out for a perSPORTS CAR SALES AND SERVICE
formance. CCS will give these
FIAT- ALFA ROMEO
to the entire community
events
'70 FIAT ROS R $1095
'69 FIAT ROSTR $895
area.
'68 MGB $1195

In a comer of the commons,
just last Monday, I met the
circulation Librarian at G U for a
long awaited interview. It was a
rewarding experience - in that,
the Librarian was articulate.
informative, and interesting
which compensated fully for the
waiting period.
Ms Lenox Nas born in Chicago.
She is one of eight children three males and five females. Of
the five girls she is youngest.
Apparently grateful, she stated:
''both of my parents are still
alive." Mary is unmarried and
there was no indication in the
trend of the conversation that her
status would change in the near
future.
Mary Lenox's educational
background has both range and
depth. She earned a B.A. in
Library Science at Chicago State
University and a M.A. in Library
Science at Rosary College, River
Forest. Ill. Her educational ex·
perience includes a study tour of
children literature in the British
Isles. For a time she was a school
Librarian with the Chicago public
school system, and a roving
Librarian. Another of her
educational experiences was to
coordinate the creation of a
library in a new situation - in a
school without a library.
Presnelty Ms Lenox is enrolled in
a Doctoral program of Urban
Education at the University of
Mass., plus the position of
Circulation
Librarian
at
Governors State University.
Reflected here in these myriad
educational experiences is the
depth of the woman, Mary Lenox
who states, quite casually: "if my
background tells any thing at all
about me it is simply that I have
both a need and a want to render

Frank Piontek (left) tallies vote cast by Howard White during the
two day Vet's Election.
The recent Vet's Club elections
produced four new officers who will
hold their respective positions for
one year (providing no-one is
impeached in the interim!, The new
officers commenced to function in
their official capac'ties after an
informal ceremony took place at
the Veteran's Club office located in
the north rotunda. on the afternoon
of October 23.
The newly elected officers
received
custody
of
the
organization fund (appro~tely
$1 ,000.00, and the respons1bility of
maintaining the operation of the
club as a recognized student
activity, here at G.S.U.
The previous club officers
authorized the transfer of executive

power to the following:
President
John Heinz
Vice President
Jerome Saunders
Secretary
Grant Steve
Treasurer
Bernie Sluis
The former officers of the
executive branch of the Vet's Club
are:
President
Frank Piontek
Vice- President
Lloyd DeGrane
Secretary
James Quirk
Treasurer
Herbert Williams
New members of the executive
branch of the club may be reached
at the Vet's Club Office which is
located in the north rot{mda next
to the commons. Check the bulletin
board outside of the office for new
information.

1973• 74 G• $• U• ( aIendar
Students should check their
mailboxes for a full activities
calendar for the remainder of this
year.
SESSION
NOVF.MRER· DECEMBER
November 22 (Thur., Vacation·
Thanksgiving
November26 (Mon.) Instruction
Resumed
December 15 (Sat., Last Day of
Instruction
December 15 (Sat., to January 6
(Sun.) Move to Phase I Buildings
JANUARY· FEBRUARY
January 7 (Mon., First Day of
Instruction
January 15 (Tues., Vacation ·
Martin Luther King
March 2 (Sat.) Last Day of
Instruction
GSU

MARCH· APRIL
March 4 (Mon.) First Day
Instruction
April 27 (Sat., Last Day
Instruction
MAY·JUNE
May 6 (Mon., First Day
Instruction
May 27 (Mon.) Vacation
Memorial Day
June 29 (Sat., Last Day
Instruction

of
of

of
·
of

JULY· AUGUST
July 3 (Wed., First Day of
Instruction
July 4 (Thur.) Vacation · Independence Day
August 27 (Tues.) Last Day of
Instruction

CLASSIFIEDS

3:30-6:30 Mon. thru Fri. Keep
tab on 3 school age children and
very light housekeeping. $25 wk.
757 -5468 · Glenwood after 6 or
768-7115 work.

1970 Pont. Lemans sprt., 2 dr.
vinyl top. Mag whls., seat cov. Fir.
mats, spr. tire never used. 8 track
AM radio. $1600. (363-6061).
~~~

Original Coor's Beer Can Candles*
Sold out West for $2.00. I'm
selling them for $1.00 and taking
orders now! (Will make them in
any beer can or metal container.)
Call 799-5268.

Customer Service Representative
Handling and Taking Phone
reports, claims. Part-time, during
week 4 to 8. Sat. 8 to 4:15 pm.
$3.00 per hour. Contact Norm
~~~
Vereecki at 481-1000 ext. 217.
Representative needed! Earn
All-State Insurance.
$200.00 + each with only a few
hours work at the beginning of
the semester.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
INTERNATIONAL
Part-time
·
·
contact work prom1ses
MARKETING SERVICE
. al ua bl e ex519 Glenrock Avenue
goo d money an d mv
·
t tb
h
al'fy
Suite 203
penence o
ose w o qu I •
Los Angeles, California 90024
For interview, call748-9339.

P~~-~!1-111!1!!~-~-111!!!!~----------•

If you don't smoke, Farmers Non-Smoker
Auto
Policy may save JOU as much as
tl/
25 lO
Call
Bob Rankin
74H631

Park Forest
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Looking At Us

Information
DUBUQUE, Iowa - Special
recognition is a distinqui~hed
alumnus was given to a Dean of
new Governors State University at
his alma mater's homecoming.
Dr. Ruben V. Austin of the Col·
lege of Business and Public Service
at GSU was honored by 600 alumni
at a University of Dubuque
banquet.
The University of Dubuque is in
an Iowa consortium which includes
Clarke and Loras Colleges and
Lutheran, Presbyterian, and
Catholic seminaries.
As a student. Dean Austin
worked his way through the Uni·
versity of Dubuque, where later he
was chairman of the economics department. He has been mayor of
Dubuque and a candtdatc for
Congres from Iowa.
Wh n he caml to Gov mors
State l niversity. h wac; Dean of
th
Col ege of Busines and
Econo1n1cs of the University of
Delawnr£' He h3 al o been profes or of economics at the University of Iowa and as istant dean
of bu ine and public rvic at
Michigan State University.
Dean Austin, after graduating
from University of Dubuque, re
ccived master' and doctorate
degrees from University of Iowa.

Nine graduates of new Governors State University have been
accepted for doctoral programs, at
last count.
They are:
Loyola University, Chicago;
Kay Bienemnnn and Myrtie M.
MacAdam.
Northwestern University;
Narayann C.N. Nair and Ruben
Williams.
University of Pittsburgh;
Wayne Kearney, Morris Peterkin
and Ken Tate.
Syracuse University ; Fidelis
Amatokwu and Don Williams.
In addition, at University of
Chicago law school is Charles
Price.

****

.
.
. .
-: An Eskimo lingwstic schola_r
will ~cb at Governors State Uru·
verstty. .
.
. .
.
I_nvolvmg ~gwsttc l;>ehaVIoral
~wts o~. Eskimos, In~ans, ~d
_euts, .. ~guage Arts: Ethnical
History will be coor<lirnl:ted by
Bertha _Lowe as a commuruty professo~ m the College of Cultural
Studies
for
~he
Novemher/ December session.
In Anchorage, _Alaska, Ms. Lo~e
has been coordmator of Inup1at
language program of lhe Alaska
sta~opera~ sc~ool ~ystem and
assistant director m child developmen~ for th_e Rural Alaska Com
muruty Act ton program. She has
also been with Fairbanks Native
Association Day Care center, and
Pilot Statton d Kotzebu BUn'au
of Indian Affairs day school .
~he ts a ?ress d igner and an
artist. A nattve Aln kan, Ms. Lowe
wa~ edu.cnted at Ala ".a Methodi t
Uruverstty and m Colorado and
Kansas

MACOMB. Ill. - The IllinoL"l
f Governors of State
Colleges and Universiti
here
Thursda)' {Oct. 18) def ·rred ction
on n propos j policy stntcme.nt
permitting the consuntpllon of
alcoholic beverag
in campus
***
residence hall rooms until its
STUDENT SERVICES NEWS
member institutions draft mles
RELEASE
and regulations for implementation
of such a policy.
wi hes to
The Student Servi
Only two of the Board's five
publicly acknowledge and thank
member institutions have on·
all students employed in that unit
campus residence halls. They are
who have contributed to
Eastern
Illinois
University
at
****
developing service and are
Charleston and Western Illinois
responsive to the students' needs.
The Office of Career Placement is University at Macomb.
We are appreciative of your time
planning a series of career recruit·
and efforts.
****
ment days, where students \\;ll
Pat Cebrzynski replaces Bob
have the opportunity to speak perSTUDE~ SERVICES
sonally with em :>loyers from dif· Jensen as new Student Assistant
Dean for the College of En.
.
ferent areas of interest.
To do so effectively, we ask that vironmental and Applied Scitmces The Student Se~cee WIShes to
the questionaire specif)mg the at GSU. Pat is a resident of Park ;mounce t~at thetr Lost . and
date, time and place you are most Forest, and a former junior high . ound contains many unclBlmed
88
likely able to attend be filled out and elementary school teacher ttems such numerous key set -.
(
Hazelcrest
and
Park
Forest
eyeglasses,
sunglasses, .and
and dropped in the box in the
South). Pat is now working on a boo~. If you have lo t an ttem
G.S.U. Commons area.
See Walter Calgaro in Office of Masters Degree in Envirorunental dunng the past few month.s,
Career Placement for question- Science, with an emplasis in £>n- please come to see us and we will
vironmental conservation. Ms. check the contents of our Lost
naires and further information.
Cebrzynski holder of a Bachelor's and Found.
** * *
Degree in Education (history) from
::it ..h.it.&tt ::ierv1ces has acThe F ent Services wishes to Northern Illinois University also complished a great deal in the last
was
formerly
employed
as
a
announce that Charles Rangel, a
two years. Unfortunawly, the press
student enrolled in the College of maintenance and repair technician of time, and inadequate budget,
the
ICC
television
studio.
for
Business and Public Service, is
and a host of other difficulties have
now employed in the Student Serprevented this unit from effecting a
vices Unit three evenings a week
Professor Bill Boline of H.L.D. normal growth in the kinds,
(Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes- has been selected as advisor to the quality, and frequency of services.
day). He will assist evening stu· Union of African people for the 73· Now that the University has
dents with ID cards and general 7 4 year. For election information, grown to ne.u-ly 2 ,500 students,
information in regard to Ad· contact the Union of African people there is even a greater burden
missions and Records and Finan- or Professor Boline in C.H.L.D., placed upon Student Services to
cial Aids.
Room 800.
meet the needs of our students.
*
•
*
Inasmuch as no man or unit has all
***
ILLUSIONS
the solutions to the problems that
The Innovator is in need of face an institution, Student SerLife is like a dream, always on the
secretary. We na;<J. a personabl vices actively and openly solicits
verge of being...
our comments criticisms and
Not quite real, yet undeniably so, man or woman, willing to answ
hope is the key of sages, considered the telephone, do light typing, suggestions con~ im~roved
correlate ne~s for the _paper: I and expanded service.
by the many as folly
Student Services has an "open"
yet with patience all things are may be posstble to use skills gam
at ~he Innovator in fulfillin door to any and all of the
revealed ...
~~ments for a de~. Plea Governors State University
***
mqwre at the Innovators office, Community, and invites you to
The Director of Student ~rv1..:es North Rotunda, or call 563·8006. visit and inquire as to what we are
requests that those students who
***
doing.
utilize the IC to commute to and
from GSU obtain a copy of the new
Student assistant deans will be
shuttle service schedule which has
serving in each of the colleges to
been in effect since September 4,
1g73 . This schedule lists the help students who might have any
questions or problems. To get in
shuttle service driver's times of
touch with one of them, phone 563departure from GSU to the Richton
2211 and ask for his extension.
Park IC Station and the times of
For HLD, Maxwell Bennett is at
rE'tum to the minicampus.
extension
330. For Eas, Bob
Wt~ realize this schedule mav not
len1! it elf to each individual's Jenson is at 326. For CCS. Leo
Wa!,rner's extension is 31 (}311 .
exp..~:wtions. We also are aware of
thP fut:t t hat t he Illinois Central And for BPS, Gene Bilotto is at
dtws not always operate according 234.
Their job is to help you. so don't
to its tune sch{.'<iulc. However. in
hesitate
to call.
order to l><'st s ·rve the needs of the
student conunutcrs as a whole, a
ll'~'Ular shuttll' schedule must be
maintained. It is. theTl'fore, not
f, asible for the driver to mu t rech
train upon its arrival. The shuttle
!lervice schedule has been arranged
so that except under unusual
circumstances, no person should
have to wait for an extended period
of time at the station for the
shuttle service vehicle.
Board

One- half of the students are
employed in a full-time position
while they attend Governors State
University, according to a survey.
Other findings were that 24 per
cent of the students would not be
enrolled in higher education were it
not for GSU; some25 per cent had
been away from college for more
than five years prior to enrolling at
GSU.
*Excerpted from previous press
releases. If you fmd you could use
more information about a specific
item, let us know and we shall send
the complete release. Contact John
Canning (312) 563·2211.
LATESTS/0 STATS:
Total enrollment
2,220
Undergraduates
1 l SI
Graduate
1:069
Mal
1,220
Females
1 000
Married
1':!77
unmarried
'843
From ( ook County
1 498
From Wtll County
'355
From Kankakee County
289
From DuPage County
35
From Kane County
20
plus 7 other countiE.'S with 6 or
les each.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to·date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage ldeh~ery time 1s
I to 2 daysl.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE ::2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90025
1213l 477 8474 or 477-5493
c~ r

1uurch materoi l as sold fo1
rrsurch usrstance only .

Cultural Studies

November 9 & 10, l g73, Friday &
9:00 A.M. to 4:00P.M.
will be WORKSHOP/ SEMINAR.
"Language and Culture : Im·
plications for Instruction" Clara
Anthony and Almn Walker :
Co ord i n ato r s, U n i ve rs ity
Professors of English
Seminar for the development of
faculty competencies in un·
derstandmg the proces of crosscultural commumcntion. The
workshop will involve a clo e
exarrunation of Linguistic Culturol
Difference'> Implications for
Education I and ProfessiOnal
Development ThP. workshop will
also provide the expert and
profes ional leadership of some of
the nation's noted linquists who
have contributed to research. study
A) All students should check and teaching in the field of soetotheir mail boxes. I have placed lingui tics.
letters m them stating who your DECEMBER 8, 1973, Saturday,
advisor is.
9:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. will be
B ) Students without mail boxes WORKSHOP " Popular Culture",
should contact Yvonne Gordon in Elizabeth Hagens: Coordinator,
the Communications Office in University P:-ofessor of AnHLD.
thropology.
Cl To Students, Faculty and Critical
discussions
of
Staff:
THE
STUDENT philosophical,
literary,
anASSIST ANT DEAN IS NOT TO thropological, and dramatic forms
BLAME!
of "culture" as these cultures exist
Students need mail boxes, I in our present society.
must supply them. The HLD mail CCS STUDENTS PLEASE
boxes are in alphabetical order. If CHECK YOUR MAILBOXES
HLD changes to the number FOR THE QUESTIONNAIRE
system, it will not insure each REGARDING YOUR STUDENT
student of having a mail box. I ACTIVITY FEE.
don't mind if students jump me, PLEASE RETURN COMbut I must defend my position. All PLETED
QUESTIONNAIRES
of my information comes from A & TO CORLISS MUSS MAILBOX
R and unit secretaries. To this 310
OR
LEO
WAGNER
date, I have not been supplied with STUDENT DEAN IN CCS.
an accurate list of the students in
the college and cannot do my job
efficiently until such L time that I
receive one. I will not take the
blame.
I nternational Students
Association meeting was held in
Sa~urday.

LD

Involved

Bits A na Pieces

Oct.,
President Morrison Ninalowo
called the meeting to order.
The m_mbers present were:
Amosat Ajose, .Kameel Dada,
Adebayo Ajibola, Najeem Lawal,
Muyi Laguda, Kamel Jimoh and
Sunday Ajose. The main purpose
of the meeting was to discuss the
issue of the next conference at the
Regional meeting of the National
Did you know?
Association of Foreign Students.
1. At least 95% of all breast
Dr. Anthony Wei later joined the
cancers are discovered by the meeting and he was informed about
women who are afflicted.
the coming conference. He later
2. If detected early enough gave us a suggestion that members
85% of all breast cancers can b~ need not attend all the preliminary
successfully treated.
sessions rather than those useful to
the foreign students.
Mr. Morrison asked any member
of the association for their
suggestions on any activity ior the
I.S.A. iin the chool campus in the
near future.
Dr. Wei suggested that we
should hire some professional
musicians to pl oy for the
association.
Later there was another
suggestion about im'ltmg some
Afriwn
ups to perform at a
suitable
1~ tmg wu
ad·
journed
ident
Mo r r ison Ninalowo, Adebayo
Ajibola, Muy1 Laguda, Amosat
Ajose, Kameel Dada, Kamel
Jimoh.
nm e~
all be
presented in the next issue of the
Innovator. Advtsc bv Pr ident :
The Pr e si dent
Morr ison
Ninalowo, urges for gn students
to take an active interest.
cps
ThoSe who want us to report
"good news" or "what is right
about America" are simply those
who are afraid we might do our real
work of looking for the truth and
setting down what we find, harsh
and beautiful, on the page and on
the screen...
the Washington Post

R e spon s

__ AGRRR§.J
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EW FOOD
DIRECTOR
ANN UNCED

area of "Education." Copies of the representative children's books,
fiche documents may be made for both fiction and non-fiction some
retention by the user. Fiche readers audio visuals and gam~. Af·
are available for use in the Library filitated with the Materials Center
has a Liaison Librarian. The names are newly started collections of
of the Liaison Librarians are: teachers' editions of baqic
Martha Armstrong, EAS: Carl elementary text books a~d
Peterson, BPS: Shannon Troy, specimen
sets
of
basic
The LRC is s unique Library for HLD; Anthony Wei, CCS. Please psychological and diagnostic tests.
On Wednesday, October 10,
a unique University. The Library is feel free to contact your College Soon to be added to the Library
1973, Nick Morris, the new
an active learning center, not just a Liaison or any of the Reference and are sampll' courses of study from
Food Director for G.S.U.
storehouse for books and Liaison Librarians for assistance. various key areas in the U.S.
acquainted us with hi~ creative
periodical .. In addition to "books," One of the more unique features The LRC exerts every effort to
"Automatique" Sandwich Bar.
the Library's collection includes of GSU's library is the existence of makP its information accessible to
The "Bar", one of non-alcoholic
reference materials, indexes, ab- what we call the "Liaison all GSU students, faculty and
variety, displayed the newest
stracts,
films,
filmstrips, Librarian." Specially trained in conununity members. At least one
palatable pleasures from the
audiotapes, disc recordings, slides, reference service and materials professionally trained librarian is
"Automatique" vending
video tapes, kits combining a selection, the Liaison Librarian available, usually at the reference
company.
variety of the above audio visual functions as a part of the learning desk, during all hours the Library
Some of the delectable
delights included Swiss and G.S.U.,s latest addition is Nick aids, maps, models, microfilm and team, providing formal and in- 1s open. The librarian is there to
microfiche.
formal instruction in library use for provide assistance to you in your
American cheese sandwiches,
Particularly noteworthy is the students and faculty, counseling search for information and
cold-cuts and sliced beef topped Morris who will occupy the
complete file of ERIC (Educational and guidance in modul&related materials. Please don't hesitate to
with lettuce and tomatoes served position of Food Director.
Research Information Center) reference questions, including the ask for guidance. No question is a
on Vienna bread, with a helping
of fresh fruits. The combination feature Beef Parmesian (which documents on microfiche. Con- obtaining of materials and/or "dumb question."
-- - - -" - ·--plates include one sandwich and rep I aces the usual veal sisting of research studies indexed information from other libraries
parmesian).
in Research in Education, this file when GSU does not have the
fruit for only a dollar.
Vol au Vent (stuffed patti is a primary source of information needed information resources.
The event was hosted by
Student-Services and Bill shell) and foot long chile hot on current research in the broad Each of the four colleges of GSU
Whited, a student and part-timl' dogs are some of the additions
employee of the vending placed on our new menu.
Augmenting the food-service
company.
Rick, a food fan himself, machines will be a pop-com
believes in using imagination popper and a charcoal broiler for
THERE IS A DRY TEAR
when preparing culinary hamburgers, or steaks if you
ALWAYS ON MY FACE
The American Association for teaching, learning, and managing
creations. Our new cafeteria will prefer.
You cannot find your anger
Higher Education has named as in all kinds of educational Until you understand how
regional coordinator for a series programs and institutions Black Urged To learn leverage Skills
Lost you are
of conferences in the Midwest a public and private, traditional
and nontraditional, tax-paying
Madison, Wis._ (I.P.) _Black ~American S~udies:
Governors State University
Lost child in a
and tax-exempt.
educators should put less emphasis
Peo~le haven t de~sed a clear woman administrator.
There will be speakers and Grey world created
"The Learning Society:
on Afro-American culture studies concepti~n .?f the _so1cal results
By grey minds
and more on science, business, and they des1re, according to Hold~n. Responding to a Buyer's workshop/discussion topics, and We are all homeless
also
a
filmed
capsule
of
technical courses, according to Ten or fiftee~ years ago, the soc1al Market" to be coordinated by
Born in the rape
expanding learning
Professor Matthew Holden, Jr., ~ults desired seemed clearer: Dr. Mary P. Endres, vice
Of our mothers love
opportunities,
a
simulation
game
University of Wisconsin-Madison Th.ose end~ess parades and president of academic affairs,
Tom from our
"EDVENTURE," a summary of
political scientist.
ge~ting peoples. heads broken over include:
Fathers land
The schooling which will help a srmple thing like a lunch counter
- Dlinois State University, · the concept of postsecondary There are orphans
education, and a Notre Dame
blacks get their fair share of the was underst:ood by all as _power Normal, October 31.
But we are
task force report on ''The The nameless
economic pie, he says, won't come challe~
at a~ of
- WiUiam Rainey Harper
College, Palatine, November 2. Learning Society."
with courses that offer ~called organized white supremacy.
Born of our own
Advance registration may be Destruction
"identity formation, " but with
The argument over the merits of
Governors State University
those which "increase the critical integration, he says, is "a fake representatives will be featured made with The Learning Build't of the fire
Society, American Association And not the soil
number of people who have skills issue. " There's one simple fac. at Harper College.
that provide them with leverage _ Between the Canadian frontier ar. j
The conferences will look at for Higher Education, 1 Dupont Consuming ourselves
and in today's society, those skills the Gulf of Mexico there is a body ·how new developments in. Circle, Suite 780, Washington, Then those
are largely technological...
of land, and on that land there are postsecondary education affect D.C. 20036.
Around us
Never seeing
Holden set out his ideas in "The at least two sets of people. And
That in the end
Next Five Years: A Memorandum there's no likelihood that you're
on Black Political Strategies," going to disentangle tliem."
What we sought
Was always here
which appeared in a recent issue of
MACOMB. Ill. - Total fall
Resident headcount enrollment The key to survival
enrollment in the five universities climbed from 36,250 in the fall of Our natural selves.
under the jurisdiction of the Illinois 1':172 to :rl,955 for the current year;
Virginia S. Cram
Board of Governors of State this represents an increase of 1,7 05
Colleges and Universities increased or 4.7 per cent. Breakdown of the
REPRESENTATION
Finest Cantonese Food
substantially by all measures on resident headcount increase is as
The Union of African people are
Business Luncheon
the basis of official reports sub- follows: Lower Division (freshmen
mitted as of the tenth day of and sophomores) · 193 or 1.3 per having elections for offices for the
cla~ses.
cent: Upper Division (juniors and 73-74 year, Nov. 1, 1ffl3. Offices
COCKTAILS
CARRY-OUTS
Compru xl to the 1ffl2 fall term, seniors) · 816 or 5.3 per cent: and available are: Chairman, Vice
total he& lcount of all students Graduate Students · 696 or 11 7 per Chairman, Treasurer and Sargent
enrolled increased from 38,869 to cent.
·
at Arms. We encourage all black
41
,896
or
7
.8
per
cent.
The
largest
students
to participate, as this is
One mile •o··•:. of GSLI
percentage increase was in ex·
~,~
your organization. It is here to
tension class enrollment which
·
serve you, with your interests io.
mind. Nominees names will be
grew from2,619 to 3,941 f~r a 50.5
~
per cent jump.
posted thru·out the university
before the elections take place.

Reap The Benefits
Of A Unique
"b
LI rary

Dr. Endres Heads Midwest Conference

<fu:ected

d

d

Secon ary E ucation Up In· Illinois

CLIFF &

'S

WOMENS PING PONG
' TOURNAMENT

Oct·?· 1 ~3washighlightedby_ a

women s pmg-pong tournament m
the GSU student commons area.
The games started promptly at
10 :00
·
d AMSund_er t he aus~1ces
of
S tu e_nt ervu~es co·ordmator,
Frankie Barnes and her able staff:
Ruth Petta and Tom Passmore.
Cynthia Morrison, Dorothea and
Barb Taschner lended their services in officiating the gam . and
.
L d"
k eepmg
scores.
ea mg the
booster section were members of

UAP (Union of African People)
along with other on-lookers
The and winn
B. b
T schngr first ersl were darara
h
a
er, Dorothea
Pace'Taschner
an
er
mother,
second place. In addition to th~
hi h teem ff0 rded th
.
g es
a .
e Wl~ers

GSU AD HOC GROUP MEETS

Just as GSU, which is located in interested groups and individuals
·
lyhitew h"1te _cdom· should send letters and telegrams,
a P~te d omhamante
mu_ru y,
s a .w . J?re81 ent· etc., to your state legislators and
Chicago State Uruvers1ty IS located to:
in a predominantely black com- · ILLINOIS
BOARD
OF
!~~av~s~ r~ceive~ be~u~If~ munity. And by all just standards, GOVERNORS 222 COLLEGE
remember th: ~ ~ bw c
Chicago State University should STREET, SPRINGFIELD,
A ood t"
sionhady. b all have a black president.
ILLINOIS,
g
une was
y
I
to th
.
thanks to St d t Se .
n response
e groWIDg
AND TO EX
u en
rv1ces.
demands for a black president at CONCERN IN NOPRESS YOUR
Chicago State University, Sen.
UNCERTAIN
Richard Newhouse is in Chicago to TERMS. .
meet with Citizens for the purpose . ~~· all mterested groups and
of founding an ad hoc committee mdiVJduals may contact Mrs. Rosa
for the selection of a president.
Moon: at 643-~500 or 324-6ffl9 for
This citizens group is composed more mformat!On. .
of black representatives from the
~fter. a_ll. Ch1ca~o State
business community, churches, Uruversit~ IS located m a black
labor
groups,
student commumty..
Ideally, . bla~k
organizations, university faculties, st~de?ts . Wltl attend this m·
community organizations and sbtutlon 1 ~ larger number:' than
health administration units.
oth~r ethnic ~ups. And It is a
To insure that the black com- valid_ conclusiOn that a black
munity interest be served and no pr~side?t can formulate a
Frankie Barnes, left, of GSU Taschner, first place; Doroth~a president be selected without the Uruversity program more relevent
Student Services awards trophys Taschner, second place, Cynthia participation of black citizens, the to t~e black student than a white
convening group agreed that all president can.
to the women's ping-pong Morrison, runner-up.
tournament winners: Barbara

neart of the ghetto
for rats we have no love
You say you work on the mayors
rat control committee
That you see thangs the way I am
It's a shame you don't live in the
ghetto to see
your service ain't worth a dam

WOW!
GRANTS AND WANS
APPLICATIONS
ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE
OF FINANCIAL AIDS FOR
GRANTS AND WANS IN THE
LAW
ENFORCEMENT
EDUCATION PROGRAM - for
details pick up application and a
financial aids brochure which
outline the L.E.E.P. Program .
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LYSISTRATA TICKETS
ARE AVAILABLE
The Greek comedy by
Aristophanes will be November
9-11 at 8 p.m., with a cast of 29
members from 13 communities.
~udent tickets for $1 with ID
are available from the university
cashier. General admi!iSion
tickets are $2. Reservations may
be made by telephoning (312)
563-2211 , Ext. 255.
Mel M. Slott, director and
university professor of theater in
the College of Cultural ~udies,
said:
"Though written hundreds of
years ago, 'Lysi trata' has great
impact in a contemporary
setting. It deals with women's
lib, the female populace pressing
their point by withholding their
favors (boycott). This battle of
the sexes is being compared to
an athletic event tmaJes vs.
females).
"In keeping with this theme,
the audience is requested to
divide into a male and a female
section. The players will be
attired in basketball uniforms.
The audience is encouraged to
participate in the chorus.
"The play is both bawdy and
amusing. Due to the bawdy
nature and the adult orientation,

attendance by young children i!.
not encouraged."
Communities represented in
the cast are Chicago, Chicago
Heights, Dixmoor, Harvey, Hazel
Crest, Homewood, Hyde Park,
Momence, Oak Forest, Park
Forest, Park Forest South,
Steger, and Tinley Park.
David A. Reeve, university
profe or of theater, is scene and
lighting designer. Professor
Reeve is newly elected chairman
of the U.S. Institute for Theater
Technology's Midwest regional
section. Before coming to the
College of Cultural Studies, he
was assistant technical director
at Indiana University and then at
the University of Wyoming,
where he earned a masters
degree. At Wyoming he was
designer of the summer theater.
He has designed scenery or
lighting for more than 60
productions in the last six years,
including a professional variety
show starring Bobby Darin and
another starring Bob Hope.
For "Lysistrata," Michael
Fulth of Chicago and Liz
Lombard of Hyde Park are
graduate student assistant
directors.

Program Launched
YOU'RE BEING ASKED TO achieving full accreditation as
DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
rapidly as possible, plans for the
AGAIN! First, it was to begin your Self-Study were launched in
student career in a brand new September, 1 g7 3 and will result in a
institution while it Wds still report to be submitted to NCA by
developing. Now, you ure being May, 1 g7 4. It is anticipated that a
asked to participate in the self· visitation team will make its onstudy, necessary as part of the site study between October, 1g74
accrediation progress while you're and January, 1 g7 5, with acstill a part of a developing in- creditation in early 1g7 5.
stitution and still trying to get
Pland for completion of the Self·
your education.
Study within these timelines have
The studies to be completed in a been prepared by a Planning Group
short time will be difficult and (Deans of Colleges, Direc1.0rs of
tim~consuming. Extensive par- LRC and ICC, Dr. Baysore and
ticipation by all members of the Vice President Endres). A tenGSU community will be necessary. tative Table of Contents has been
When completed, the reports will listed as an organizing guide for
provide significant analyses of our those who contribute directly or
present status in terms of indirectly to the Self-Study. To
University
strengths
and complete the critical and com
weaknesses and plans influencing prehensive studies needed, three
our future development. It is our University-wide Task Forces were
definite expectation that they will established and asked to develop
also enable us to achieve full ac- resource papers. The Task Forces,
creditation at the earliest possible and their chairpersons, are:
date: March, 1 g7 5. Bear in mind
1) Task Force on the University·
that the goal of rapid accreditation Richard Vorwerk (LRC·ext.
will have benefits for all GSU 2 50/2 51 )
graduates, regardless of whether 2) Task Force on Achievement of
they have graduated prior to the Action Objectives · Clara Anthony
(C&ext. 310/311)
granting of the accreditation.
Many questions have been raised
3) Task Force on Future Plans ·
about GSU's accreditation. Briefly Marvin Brottman ( HLD·ext.
reviewing history, GSU was 350/351)
established in 1969 by the Illinois
Initial appointments to the Task
General Assembly and, in 1g70, Forces have been made, including
received Correspondent Status students, community, civil service
from the North Central Association and professional staff. However,
of Colleges and Secondary Schools additional volunteers are invited
(NCAI before opening in Sep- and welcomed. If you would like to
tember, 1g71. In early 1g72, a be an integral part in this Self·
lengthy Status Study was sub- Study project, please contact either
mitted to the NCA Commission on a Task Force Chairperson or Betty
Institutions of Higher Education, Stanley (EAS, Room 7 48, ext. 338)
as an application for Recognized and indicate which Task Force is
Candidate for Accreditation status. most interesting to you.
Following acceptance of the Status
Each of the Task Forces will
:Study document, a fiv~member prepare Resource Papers to be
examining team visited GSU in submitted to the Planning Group
December of 1 g72 and issued their by December 15, 1 g7 3. A first draft
report in February, 1g73. At the of the Self-Study document will be
March NCA meeting, this status completed by January 15, 1g74,
wa& granted. As of July, 1g73, and presented to the University
NCA
has
combined
the Community for discussion. By
Correspondent and Recognized March 1, 1 g7 4, a revised draft will
Candidate for Accreditation be completed and the final printed
categories into a single pr~ version will be submitted by May
accreditati'>n status known as 1, 1 g7 4.
Candidate for Accreditation. In
Student perceptions will provide
order to apply for full ac- valuable inputs to all three Task
creditation, the candidate in· Forces. Contact the appropriate
stitution is expected to complete an chairman as soon as possible.
institutional self-analysis, to be
Betty Stanley
reported in a thorough and com
Coordinator, Self-Study
prehensive Self-Study document.
Reflecting the genE'ral interest in

Issac Hayes Star
In first film
BY CASSANDRA WILSON
On my way to the Loop, I was
fortunate to pass by the setting of
a new film being shot near the
Medical Center on Chicago's west
side. Two Tough Guys, to be
released in January, star Issac
Hayes, Paula Kelly, of The Spook
Who Sat By The Door, Fred
Williamson of Black Caeser and
centerfold of the Oct. issue of
Playgirl magazine, and Leno
Ventura.
The story involves an ex·con
priest (Ventura), and a bumrap ex
cop (Hayes), who both coincide
their talents and wits to counteract
a murder-robbery ring.
The director, Duccio Tessari, and
his crew plan to spend a five week
shooting time in the Windy City
with a remaining three weeks in
Rome.
Leno Ventura, an Italian born,
residing in France, is a well known
actor in continental Europe
recently made his first appearance
on the American movie scene in the
Valachi Papers as Head of the
"Organization." He had previously
been working as a professional
wrestler up until he retired in 1950.
The well known Issac Hayes is
not flaunting his chains and his
~garb in this film, but portrays
a different image that that which
his audience is used to.
PR man Tom Miller has stated
that producer Deno De Laurentis
has asked Hayes to do the musical
score for the film If Hayes decides
to take on this task, we'll get a
dynamic combination of Hayes'
musical and screen talents all
whipped up deliciously into
something special.

~~~~~~~~~

Poetry
For Puerto Rico
Living, loving, happy smiles;
misty mountains run for miles.
No social prisons waiting there;
just God's good earth,
and the crisp fresh air.
Oh Lady Land you don't po sess
man's cruel touch of care! .ness:
Splendid beauty you hold near
God's gentle loving touch is here
And in your laughing mountain
streams;
love flows gently like a dream
of many saddened Christian men
who long to know that love again.
Oh Lady Land you don't pos~
man's cruel touch of carelessness;
Splendid beauty you hold near
The gentle loving touch is here.
Watch over me oh Lady Land;
reach out to me your soothing
hand.
Until in her own gentle way
She calls me to her side to stay.
Oh Lady Land you don't possess
Man's cruel touch of carelessness;
Splendid beauty you hold near
The gentle loving touch is here.
And shall it forever remain...
I'he IN~OVATOR welcomes Miss
Ram~ruta Segarra, Poet, as a
contributor to Poetry Comer.
---------THE GAME
When 1 was a nught younger
in the spring of my years;
I played basketball in the ghetto
allies

What is a man?
Am 1 a man?
Is a man a person
who's hurt someone.
Or has he just loved someone?
Can I give as much love as
recPive?
Do 1 JU t take your
love and leave?
If 1 am a man. I have
no reason
If 1 am a man I have
no season
Do 1 live to be loved
or do 1 love to live?
Is my life as important
as it may seem?
Or am 1 living an
imaginary dream?
Do 1 dream what I live?
Do 1 live what I dream?
Do my dreams compensate
my longing for you?
If a man can love as I
do you
1 AM A MAN
Rod Rushing
I heard the loud cries
Of my sisters tears
Upon my brothers
Speechless grave.

I heard the quiet hunger
Screaming
Behind the silent dreams.

I heard the desperate shouts
Of lost men
Burning trash in the garbage cans In final words
glass was everywhere;
Before the void.
gotta make two points got no time
for worries
I hear them still,
_ . ~ ~ ~ ~no time for cares
And wonder,
Will I be the next loud dying
Gotta move around that garbage Of an unknown soul
A PLEA
can
In this silent war
Why can't we communicate?
and the smell of burning collard Agains't our minds.
greens
Why can't we relate?
If we wait
Gotta learn how to make them Virginia S. Cram
It may be too late.
points;
I'm trying to deal with me
Wow
SEX AND THE US. SCENE
But it's hard, can't you see?
Best shot you ever seen
Let me trip your mind back to
The problems are mine, it's true
slavery
time;
But it could be easier with help I'm in the clear I'm in the clear
when behind the barn stood miss
from you.
throw me the ball
I want US to continue to BE
In the alleys is where I learn to Ann and her black
African lover man;
But you say you see too much of play
me.
the game of basketball
One old beat· up book of alphabets,
But then you say, "I love you!"
few blacks of one, two, three's
a
And somet>ow 1 try to reason 1t And now as I walk through the
show me what for these bezs miss
same back alley way
through.
Ann
An~ I can't understand where I see the burning garbage and all
was the African man plea...
that darn broken glass
you re at
And maybe I'll get mad and say, and a little black boy of ten
"That's that!"
bitten again and again and again Only the moon and the stars can
tell of the happenings
And maybe that's what will
undemeth them of miss white Ann
happen to US .
BY ROBERT A BLUE
and her
If we can't communicate and build
black African lover man
up trust.
But you have to talk to ME
Steel around his nech, steel around
Not some other woman over coffee If Life is not an endinghis legs
a goal to strive for and attainor tea.
three guns at his heart
BY JANET GORDLEY something to get and keeplife or death, all at the command of
as those who know "Know"·
white miss Ann
then life must be a ~.
In the Morning, in the meadow a living!
In the mind of the black man is the
where the pumpkin eater lives,
other times
Stood a father and his baby over But if living is the beginning
when the morning sun was free
mother woman's grave.
just where do we start?
now the white slavers chains held
Tall was crying for the dying of the How do we start?
him in captivity
only life he shared,
When do we start?
Small was crying over hunger for
.
With the move of a hand from
the milk that mother gave.
~s ~~ tha~. some of us were born
white miss Ann
Both were weeping in the morning, ~1th It ,
the chains were gone from the
both were yearning to be brave while some acquired it,
African blackman
But the loneliness of losing and some still "Dummies"
mother's love was more to bear, in the dark?
Do to me that which the maids
Than the hunger or the sharing
speak about commanded miss Ann
that were lost to the grave.
If. so, why can't we see the light
Africa then flew from the mind of
Small could nothing
tall With our eyes shut?
remembered that the s~ would Didn't we know how to create the African blackman
climb the sky,
ourselves
When it was all over white miss
Tall could nothing
small and be born, then?
remembered that the h~ger sleptDon't we know we are "Here" Ann decreed
now jess b. simple time to learn
inside.
"Now"?
about your
Both were broken, both were
weeping, both were wet with tears Then, Why don't we "just do it' '? one, two. three's
yes, agreed simple
and dew.
BY T. MANDEL
and also history, and psjchology,
One was growing, one was fading,
and
economy and
-----------sun was climbing over two.
In the morning, in the meadow, WE CAN DO WHAT WE WANT democracy and chemistry and the
where the lord had taken you.
BUT DO WE wANT WHAT WE military, and ...
BY ROBERT A BLUE
DO?
By Michele Crowe

